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“WHAT IS YOURVIEWONQUANTITATIVE EASING?DOYOU
THINK IT REALLYHELPSTHEREAL ECONOMY INA
STRUCTURALANDFUNDEMENTALWAY?”

Dr. JohnRutledge
Chief Investment Strategist, Safanad

I’m so old I remember when Quantitative Easing was just called printing money because that’s
what it is. Central banks have always had two priorities: 1) intervening where necessary to
preserve financial stability. In complex systems terms this means preventing a credit crisis, a
cascading network failure of the financial network. This can require quite dramatic temporary
injections of liquidity to accomplish. 2) Protecting the value of money over time, also known as
controlling inflation.This requiresmaking sure that the liquidity injections topreserve stability
do not become permanent. Led by the Fed, central banks have been successful with the first
priority andhave totally failed their secondpriority.Theresult hasbeenvirtually runawayasset
price inflation which, ironically, increases the chances for a financial crisis. It is worth noting
that the only reason the term “Quantitative Easing” exists is that the Fed stopped using money
supply target language and switched entirely to targeting interest rates during Bernanke’s
tenure as Chairman. That’s because, at the same time, they adopted the DSGE (Dynamic
Stochastic General Equilibrium) model as their principal analytical tool (which Bernanke had
helped develop) at the same time. That model characterizes monetary policy as simply “setting
the interest rate” and assumes the economy is in equilibrium at all times. That blinded the Fed
to the possibility of a financial crisis—a far from equilibrium event—and set up the 2008
subprime debt crisis. Until someone replaces theDSGEmodel with somethingmore realisticwe
will seemore crises and endless quantitative easing.
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Martin Lobotka
Chief Analyst, Conseq InvestmentManagement

QE is a natural response of central banks to situations in which their ordinary tools no longer
work, i.e. in situations when short-term rates have hit (zero) lower bound. Central banks then
turn to buying of assets as a way to ease monetary conditions further. This helps the cyclical
recovery inmuch the sameway as cutting the positive rates: after all, Fed ordinarily changes fed
funds rate by purchasing / selling securities from / to banks. Carl von Clausewitz would remark
that QE is just the continuation ofmonetary policy by othermeans.

The problemwith QE is not that it is used, but thatwhenever it is used it tends to be used for too
long: Bank of Japan having been doing QE for decades is a case in point. Central banks simply
cannot bring themselves to remove thepunchbowl and tighten. Bykeeping themonetarypolicy
too loose for too long in a vain hope of erasing the business cycle fluctuations , central banks
have inflated asset bubbles, deepened societal gaps and prevented normal recessionary
economic adjustments from taking place.

QE is an epitome of ultra-loose monetary policy which created a (financial) system so unstable
and so dependent on the continuation of such policy that it is at risk of seizing upwhenever that
tighter policy is threatened. But QE is just the tool, not the culprit. The latter is to be found in
ivory towers of central banks.

Raffaella Tenconi
Senior Economist,WOOD&Company

Quantitative easing is a necessary measure to prevent near term financial crises in certain
conditions, like it was the case for the US in 2008 or the Eurozone in 2020, as it takes away the
funding risk for governments when circumstances are exceptional in magnitude. Quantitative
easing for a protracted period of time or as a tool to restart a business cycle in my view brings
lasting structural damages to countries if used “solo” : it generates short term and long term
inflationary pressures and by fundamentally supporting asset price inflation faster than
structural improvements in the economy in my view. De facto it contributes to a vicious circle
of lower potential GDP growth and lower neutral interest rates and it certainly cannot prevent
the natural eventual end of a business cycle in any economy. In future, perhapswemaywant to
rethink a form of selective quantitative easing as a way to fund very cheaply only long term
investment in human capital that facilitates structural adjustments – I am thinking about
expansion and extension of education for example. Aside from these two circumstances
(extreme funding needs and long term investment in human capital), quantitative easing is best
not used inmy view.
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Pavel Sobíšek
Chief Economist, UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia

Quantitative easing (QE) could be described as a short-termgain but a long-termbane.When the
US Fed first introduced it shortly after the 2008 financial crisis, it arguably helped averting a
deeper crisis in emerging markets. However, some economists warned already then that the
policy will bring two negative consequences – a decline in the currency value and a rise in
inflation. The former one remained in place relatively shortly, as other major central banks
joined in with the same policy, devaluing their currencies too. Inflation has been creeping in
only lately, but this may well be derived from the QE policy: bolstering global demand for such
a long time means that the supply side becomes unable to keep pace. Meanwhile, the fact that
the policy has become permanent, i.e. has not been phased out between two consecutive global
crises, creates new risks. Lowgovernment bond yields, on the one hand,may bring real losses to
the whole generation of pension fund holders. On the other hand, they give birth to corporate
projects with a dubious rentability.

JanVejmělek, PhD, CFA
Chief Economist andHead of Economic & Strategy Research, Komerční banka

Over time, quantitative easing has become an instrument of central banks. Once considered
non-standard, it’s now a standard tool in the repertoire of practically every central bank.
Nowadays, a central bank's goals typically include (1) ensuring price stability with explicitly or
implicitly defined support for economic growth, and (2) financial stability. Thus, by using its
instruments, each central bank seeks to mitigate the effects of the business cycle – to loosen
monetary policy in the case of an impending recession and conversely to tighten monetary
policy in the case of an impending overheating of the economy. Central banks should therefore
not be pursuing structural policy.

Many countries do indeed have structural problems that need solving. But structural change
often hurts, especially for the ruling political party who prefers to maintain the status quo.
However, this requires an increasingly relaxed economic policy, including monetary policy.
Unfortunately, monetary policy no longer serves as a cyclical tool but now contributes to the
long-termstimulationof the economy.This has been thepolicy of choice for a long time inmany
countries, which ultimately hinders structural change.
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HelenaHorská, PhD
Chief Economist, Raiffeisenbank

Deflation in Japan, debt crisis in the US and later on a liquidity stress and lack of reachable
external financing in the Eurozone were all the reasons for policy makers to adopt non-
conventional (in these times) measures. “Cheap money” (low or negative interest rates) as the
direct consequence of quantitative easing (QE) doesnot solve the problemof deflation (in Japan)
or over-indebtedness (of government, companies and individuals in US and Eurozone) anyway,
only has spread the problem of deflation and “zombies” over longer time span. QE – as an
extraordinary measure made up for a crisis period – has become in the meantime the standard
policy tool that stays with us already two decades. So called “new normal” has turned into only
“normal” without the adjective. Not only risk of zombification of the economies where QE was
applied for a long time period is considered to be the negative consequence of an extensive and
prolonged QE but also boosted inflation of financial assets incl. equities and house prices, and
mispricing of risk. In neither case, to turn QE off itwill be an easy task. The “QE addiction”will
have to be treated similarly to the drug addiction. A sudden QE-turn off might kill the patient
(our economies) but to take drugs or keep QE going, will kill him too but lately.

ĽubošMokráš
Analyst, PPF banka

Themain immediate effectof quantitative easing in timesof stress is stabilizationof thebanking
system and consequently of the broader financial system.The stability of the financial system is
crucial for proper functioning of the real economy. Moreover, a high level of liquidity in the
banking system is especially important in the current regulatory environment, with direct
consequences for the ability of banks to provide enough credit to the economy. Quantitative
easing helps to keep interest rates on low levels in a situation, where the traditional tool of
monetary policy – interest rates – cannot be effectively used, because the interest rates reached
zero. I think that quantitative easing is far better tool than negative interest rates, especially for
large and relatively closed economies. Quantitative easing and its positive impact on the
financial systemhelps tomanage and improve sentiment and expectations. Specifically, central
banks use it as a tool to anchor inflation expectations in a low-inflation environment. However,
quantitative easing is of course notwithout possible side effects.What especially concernsme is
a possibility of disguised monetization of government debt with negative long-term
consequences.
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Čestmír Riesenfeld
Head of Analysts, PP AssetManagement

Quantitative easing (QE) is analternative tool of thecentral bank formonetary expansion. Bonds
werebought duringQE in the pastmostly, central banksnowadays providemonetary expansion
via stockpurchases aswell (SwissNational Bankowns 0.4%ofApple shares on its balance sheet).
This expansion (with fiscal) had started abullish trendof S&P500during thepandemic after 35%
decline so the indexwas on pre-covid figures in next sixmonths. QE has an impact on SMEs and
consumers also. Companies can benefit from low interest rates because corporate loan rates are
lower and firms can offer their own bonds with lower coupon payments. Consumers have
smaller interest income from their savings. On the other hand, they can benefit from lower
mortgage rates. Lowermortgage rates also causehigher real estate prices. I think the currentQE
is just a part of a longer-term downward trend in real interest rates, which has lasted for
hundreds of years.

Ondřej Koňák
PortfolioManager, Partners

Quantitative easing (QE) is defined as a process whereby central banks pump money into the
financial system inorder toboost spendingand investments via lowering interest rates. Itworks
via purchases of government bonds mostly hence QE changes the asset structure of the banks
effectively. Although regarded as a last resort, central banks have been utilizing this monetary
vehicle activelywithin the past twodecades.Does itmean that it is sowonderful tool? It depends
mostly on how supportive the final change in interest rates is. That is the problem. The more
often you do QE, the less efficient it is as the impact on interest rates diminishes in time with
interest rates converging to zero. The same stands for the impact of QE on the real economy.
Currently, when the interest rates are close to zero, bulk of the effect of QE is reflected on the
financialmarkets. Instead of supporting the real economy, the QE helps tomanage debt burden
of themost indebted countries.
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Tomáš Pfeiler, CFA
PortfolioManager, Cyrrus

QE proved unambiguously beneficial to long-equity investors. Liquidity has become the
ultimate driver of asset prices over the last decade. The impact of asset purchases on the real
economy is much more disputable. I dare say, in the short-term, QE helps the economy to
recover. This unconventional policy eases financial conditions. Favourable financing
conditions trigger a surge in economic activity. There are other channels, such aswealth effect,
which contributes to the rise in consumption. However, the longer the asset purchases are
deployed, the more visible are the side effects. The plethora of liquidity distorts asset markets
and leads tomisallocationof capital. Leverage increases considerably and zombie companies are
proliferating. Research shows that debt overhang contributes to the sluggish long-term
economic growth. Furthermore, it becomes almost impossible to terminate QE. Earlier than
anticipated tapering of asset purchases would trigger a market sell-off, and pre-mature
tightening of financial conditionswhichwould de-rail the economic recovery.

PavelMuchna
J&T Finance Group

Quantitative easing (QE) is analternative tool of thecentral bank formonetary expansion. Bonds
werebought duringQE in the pastmostly, central banksnowadays providemonetary expansion
via stockpurchases aswell (SwissNational Bankowns 0.4%ofApple shares on its balance sheet).
This expansion (with fiscal) had started abullish trendof S&P500during the pandemic after 35%
decline so the indexwas on pre-covid figures in next sixmonths. QE has an impact on SMEs and
consumers also. Companies can benefit from low interest rates because corporate loan rates are
lower and firms can offer their own bonds with lower coupon payments. Consumers have
smaller interest income from their savings. On the other hand, they can benefit from lower
mortgage rates. Lowermortgage rates also causehigher real estate prices. I think the currentQE
is just a part of a longer-term downward trend in real interest rates, which has lasted for
hundreds of years.
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Tomáš Tyl
Senior Financial Analyst, Fichtner

I’m glad, that I’m not a central banker at these times. There are only difficult choices. To
criticize unconventional monetary policy is very easy. Quantitative easing in current volumes
in the environment of low or even negative interest rates is an instrument which could lead to
asset bubbles, inflation growth or some yet unknown black swans in future.
On the other hand, history shows us, what mess canmake a restrictive monetary policy during
a crisis. Rising interest rates after 1929market crash triggered the Great Depression. After 2008
financial crisis ECBhad less expansionarymonetarypolicy thanFEDandstarted toberestrictive
too soon. It helped start 2013 recession. That is one of the reasons, why US economy is now in a
much better shape.
Economic crisis is like a domino. It destroys unhealthy businesses but also healthy companies.
It causes not only economic damage. It has also a verynegative impact onpeoplehealth and lives
(less healthcare spendings, unemployment etc.).
Therefore, I understand the effort to prevent a crisis even with unconventional monetary
policy. QE have stronger effect in the US, because FED had gun loaded (higher rates), when the
pandemic started. Of course, facing the negative consequences of QE will be a challenge. But I
believe QE really helps real economy to prevent crisis better than just lowering rates.

Štěpán Pírko
Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer, Bohemian Empire

In the short term, itmay be seen as helping or saving our economy. In the long run, quantitative
easing is damaging the economy and has a catastrophic impact on our society as well. The roots
of QE can be traced to Alan Greenspan, who inflated the dot combubble in 1999 for fear of “Y2k”
risk. Since then the same type of medicine is used in any kind of problem in larger doses and it
creates greater imbalances, bubbles and irresponsible behavior of entrepreneurs, investors,
borrowers. They are victims who act quite rationally when they adjust their behavior to an
artificially low key economic variable – the interest rate.

We are all forced to save less, borrowmore, takemore risks and approve less profitable projects.
Our behavior has been deeply distorted for more than 20 years and this manipulation is
associated with enormous costs. Scarce resources – capital, labor, energy, skills and talent – are
allocated to inefficient activities. Thousands of companies are permanently destroying
shareholder value andmany “zombie” companies can survive indefinitely in this environment.
The global debt of governments, companies and consumers has reached a level that could not
have been imagined just ten years ago.
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Thebiggest cost of this policy is the impact onour society. It deepens inequality, graduallywipes
out themiddle class and ruins savings in conservative assets. The growing political polarization
and the rise of extremism and populism are not a coincidence, but the product of many years of
growing inequality caused by loosemonetary policy.


